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this link will take you to our
master folder.

it contains all of our filter files, visual assets,
and other information necessary for you to
expand upon the work we have done.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1x_YF2wbPzYxJabRkr74YlTP8yuPWTlL4?usp=share_link
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introduction
This document will tell you how to update any existing parts of our product
in the future.

sparkAR filters
To update the SparkAR filters, open the SparkAR studio files from the folder into the SparkAR
studio. Using the steps listed in the Educational Resource, make updates and then hit
"Publish." MAKE SURE that you choose "Update Existing Effect" rather than creating an
entirely new effect. Finish the upload process, and after it gets reviewed it will be updated.

Adding motion to a target tracking filter:
To add a motion file to a target tracking filter, you must create a .mov (hi-res) or .mp4 (low-
res) file. The easiest way to create this file is in Adobe After Effects. You can use plug-in
"GifGun" to create looping motion files. Motion files can then be applied to 3D objects in
Blender. Once applied, Blender objects can be easily imported into SparkAR. To replace an
existing motion file, follow the steps above. Refer to the educational resource for a step-by-
step tutorial.

giphy stickers
To update giphy stickers, log in with the NMI giphy account credentials. See
Leah Moss if you do not already have access to the account. Once inside
the giphy account, you can create new gif's by uploading stagnant images
and selecting the type of motion you would like the gif to have. Once
created, these gifs must be sent to Instagram and Facebook for approval.
Once approved, they will be automatically published.  

target tracking poster
Since this filter is a SparkAR filter, follow the steps of the SparkAR filter to
make edits. The main thing is to make sure you open the root document,
(.arproj). Using the steps listed in the Educational Resource, change what
needs to be changed and then hit "Publish." MAKE SURE that you choose
"Update Existing Effect" rather than creating an entirely new effect. Finish
the upload process, and after it gets reviewed it will be updated.
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VDD assets
Click here  to access our Visual Design Document. This document outlines
how to create products within both the ar.t and NMI style guidlines. This
document will help in all aspects of the update process to create a
cohesive look and feel. To edit the VDD itself, download the illustrator file
linked in the master folder. 

blender
To edit a 3D object open the saved version of the Blender file, .blend. 
Opening the exported file will not open an editable version of the model. 
Using the Educational Resource, make your edits to the model. Save a 
version of the model as you go and then export the model as a Collada 
(.dae). 

educational resource
The educational resource is a Wordpress website. Login to the Wordpress
site using the NMI login credentials. If multiple users would like to update
the site at one time, add each user as an ADMIN.  After logging in you can
update any features on the site. Step-by-Step tutorials are made in the
portfolio feature instead of pages or blog. This allows them to populate on
the homepage properly. The free WordPress template is titled ARGENT
with modifications made to the color palette and typefaces. See the VDD
for help with creating assets in the ar.t style. 

upload to META social media platforms
Once you have exported your filter from SparkAR, navigate on browser to
facebook.com/sparkarhub. Follow the steps to upload and demo your filter
on Instagram. The demo does not mean it is published. Once you are happy
with the look and use of the filter, submit the filter for review. You will get
notified when the filter is live on social media. To find the filter once it is
published, search the file name on Instagram Story effects or navigate to
the NMI profile. There is a tab for all approved NMI filter effects. This is
where the filter can be quickly found for use by any user. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QTn9vgCuR34PwqZ_1T7pv8vnpyfAy1YP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QTn9vgCuR34PwqZ_1T7pv8vnpyfAy1YP/view?usp=sharing

